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Abstract. Most world economies are undergoing fundamental transformations of economic sectors, shifting their employed
workforce through the secular sequence of (1. Agriculture−→2. Industry−→3. Services−→4. Government). The productivity
growth rate is the driving force. Most advanced economies have reached the final stages of the sequence. Assorted recessions,
crises and stagnations are simply cofluent, accompanying phenomena. Crises might be cyclical, but economic evolution is
unidirectional. Traditional economics can hardly distinguish phenomena of crisis from those of the transformation. Because
there is no “fifth sector”, some economies are entering the phase of metamorphosis, for the first time in history. Metamorphosis
is manifested through deglobalization, relocalization and autonomization of local and regional economies. We are entering
the Age of Entrepreneurship.
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1. Introduction
Since 2007, all advanced economies (especially
USA, Japan and Western Europe) are experiencing
recession, anemic growth and secular stagnation. It is
remarkable that virtually no causal diagnosis has been
attempted; the notion of cyclical crisis prevails and
consequently also the month-to-month and year-to-
year serial optimism – with no theoretical or empirical
foundations. So called “policy” has shrinked into
nothing more than “closely monitoring” the data and,
from time to time, manipulating interest rates, print-
ing money, getting further into debt and engaging
in economic wars through increasingly dysfunctional
“sanctions”.
The government, anywhere, cannot substitute
(being increasingly in debt) for private business,
entrepreneurial and innovation activities. The four
sectors represent the end of an era: there is no
fifth sector. The advanced economies are not under-
going cyclical crises, but experiencing secular and
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irreversible transformation to the new regime (or
new normal) which qualitatively changes the way
of economic life of mankind as well of the ways of
production and consumption.
Chinese premier Li proposed “mass entrepreneur-
ship and innovation” for the new-normal China. Such
initiatives will resonate with many transforming
economies. An international foundation is currently
being established (see http://milanzeleny.com/en-
US/pages/1/-/75/162/czech-chinese-american-found
ation). Mass entrepreneurship must be supported
by a network of entrepreneurial universities, where
entrepreneurship would be taught and practiced, not
just by reading books, but through real-life estab-
lishment and operation of innovative companies
and firms; i.e., through creating real entrepreneurial
knowledge (not just information). Entrepreneurial
University teaches entrepreneurship through action,
not just through description of action. We are rapidly
moving from the information era to the times of real
knowledge, from talking to doing, from descriptions
to actions.
Transformations of economic sectors, like 1.
agriculture−→2. industry−→3. services−→4. state,
have reached their final stages with no turning
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back. The government, anywhere, cannot substitute
(being increasingly in debt) for private business,
entrepreneurial and innovation activities. We are
entering the Age of Entrepreneurship. The four sec-
tors represent the end of an era: there is no fifth sector.
The advanced economies are not undergoing cycli-
cal crisis, but experiencing secular and irreversible
transformation to the new regime (or new normal)
which qualitatively changes the way of economic
life of mankind as well of the ways of production
and consumption. For further details of this model of
Evolutionary economics, see for example http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformation in economics.
Mass entrepreneurship is already a part of the
new metamorphosis. After a long string of trans-
formations, there is a newly emerging economy,
characterized by the processes of deglobalization,
relocalization and regionalization. It is akin to biolog-
ical metamorphosis: after many stages of caterpillar
development, there emerges a butterfly – quite dif-
ferent and much more beautiful, yet still an integral
part of the same organism. Metamorphosis captures
the qualitative character and irreversibility of the
“new normal”. Accompanying or derived “trans-
formations” of metamorphosis are, for example,
self-service, disintermediation, mass customization,
reintegration of labor, task and knowledge, digitiza-
tion, circular organization, waste-less business and
tradeoffs-free optimization.
It is now time to shift from the traditional view of
economy as a machine to its new understanding as an
adaptive, learning and autonomous social organism.
It is time to move from the mechanistic to “living”
evolutionary economics. The regional dimension of
ongoing metamorphosis requires active and inte-
grated cooperation of the crucial regional and local
Triad: 1. business and companies; 2. entrepreneurial
schools and universities; 3. political self-government.
This Triad leads to regional and local efforts towards
innovative growth, action-based learning, and social
harmony and autonomy.
In the post-crisis age of transformation and meta-
morphosis, in the age of entrepreneurship, the
strategy of business, education and politics must be
three-prong: 1. Understand the change, what and
why; 2. Adapt to the change because it is natural, evo-
lutionary and spontaneous; 3. Discover and exploit
new opportunities for business, learning and individ-
ual and social life enhancement.
To these ends, an international ZET foundation for
the age of entrepreneurship has been established and
will be introduced at the CASA conference in Prague.
2. Secular stagnation
The term “secular stagnation” is a rather poor des-
ignation of a long period of below-trend economic
growth, including no growth at all. It seems to be
proposed and supported by Larry Summers, while
opposed by Ben Bernanke as being only temporary.
Classifying such politically opposing views as pes-
simistic or optimistic is rather simplistic: faith and
personal beliefs or convictions should be irrelevant
in economic reasoning.
Summers at least, defines “secular stagnation”,
tautologically, as a chronic excess of savings over
investment. This kind of disequilibrium pushes down
the interest rates naturally, reinforcing policy rates
of the US Fed to set the rates close to zero (“as
economic conditions demand”) via quantitative eas-
ing based money-printing interference. This self-
enforcing vicious circle of tautology and no-exit
strategy has a tendency to persist.
The “chronic excess of savings over investment”
is not the cause of secular stagnation, but its con-
sequence. Like a fever is characterized by high
temperatures and hot foreheads - yet is not caused
by them. What causes the imbalance? Why are sav-
ings so high and investments so low? Why should it
be “chronic”? What causes the incentives to invest to
be so low? What are the causes of the current awry
situation? Causation itself is the missing link of the
economic “rebels without a cause”. Without a cause,
there is no diagnosis; without diagnosis, there can
be no cure. Stating the obvious should not become
the “new obvious”. It is not enough for the Fed to
“carefully monitor the numbers, and adjust the policy
accordingly”. Without a credible theory of causation,
there can be no understanding of what is happening
and why.
3. Interest rates
Interest rates are the natural measure of the value
of money. When interest rates lose their signaling
capability, when they are artificially kept low, eco-
nomic and investment decision making loses its key
benchmark and goes haywire; i.e. both investment
and saving money become critically uncertain and
find their way into speculation and gambling, further
distorting the economic conditions. There can be no
true economy without the true and reliably signaling
interest rates.
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Traditionally, when interests rates went up, peo-
ple started saving instead of spending and companies
lowered their investment rate. When interest rates
went down, people shifted to spending and companies
to investing. This cyclical balancing of the interests
of producers and consumers, with the help of interest
rates, was going on for millennia.
Now the Fed is holding the interest rates at zero
(some Swiss “banks” even at negative) levels and yet:
savings are growing and investments are declining
– the very opposite of normal or rational behavior.
Saving when money is real cheap and not investing
when it is even cheaper. This is a true misalignment
and there is no point in keeping stressing it. The only
interesting questions are: why should it be chronic?
What causes it? Why should will to invest be so low?
Why should there be such a dearth of ideas to invest
in? Why is the propensity to speculate and gamble so
high? How and when is the secular stagnation going
to end? Or will it ever end? Without answering such
questions we can have no useful economics, although
there still are bound to remain useful economies.
4. Evolution of human economy
In order to answer any of the questions at all, we
have to turn to the evolutionary economics, instead
of consulting current, static, context-free and optimal
allocation-based version of governmental interfer-
ence as an economic driver.
All natural socio-economic systems undergo evo-
lution. Historically, such evolutionary changes were
extremely protracted and time consuming. Many gen-
erations traversed significant transformations without
ever being able to see the “big picture” of their
own evolutionary history. Even today some still have
a genetic-cultural tendency to emphasize the short-
term changes and disregard the long-term ones. Yet,
the increasing masses of thinkers and doers are
becoming aware of the rapid acceleration of change
in the 21st century. Even within one generation we
are now likely to witness and be affected by qual-
itative changes in technology, ways of production
and consumption, transformations of human institu-
tions, advances in knowledge, skills and expertise,
as well as rapid disappearance of the old ones. It is
now the time to turn our attention to long-term causes
and implications of widespread losses of the old and
equally widening emergence and march of the new
and even of the very new. The times have changed for
humanity.
There are many layers of socio-economic evolu-
tion, not always properly reflected in the description
and explanations of social sciences. The reality of
action is now changing faster than its descriptions.
One such important layer is the evolution of the
forms of capital. We can recognize four basic forms
of capital: natural, built, human and social. Their rel-
ative contribution, value and importance is forever
changing, forming an eternal cycle of interdepen-
dent co-evolutionary sub-cycles. Let us define and
describe the four capital forms:
N Natural capital. This represents a large portfo-
lio of natural resources and mineral wealth, including
soil, water, air, fossil and volcanic forms of metals,
minerals and chemicals. Into the portfolio N also
belong current biomass and organisms. All compo-
nents of N are subject to renewable or non-renewable
mining and degradation, as well as renewal, cultiva-
tion, re-cyclation and re-use.
B Built capital. All built and constructed physical
assets and infrastructure: from buildings, roads and
dams all the way to technology and logistical and
communication means. B represents national “hard-
ware” of sorts.
H Human capital. All investments into humans:
their knowledge, skills and capabilities necessary for
the effective use of natural (N) and built (B) capital.
These investments include education, culture, behav-
ior, health, nutrition, potential, talent, motivation
and effort. Human capital represents national “soft-
ware” (know-how) and “brainware” (know-what and
know-why).
S Social capital. This is the enabling organizational
infrastructure: institutions, corporations, civil asso-
ciations, cultural, collective, individual and family
values, institutions of trust, protection and legal jus-
tice, as well as traditions, respect and capabilities for
participation, cooperation, belonging and usefulness.
In Fig. 1 we have displayed the evolutionary cycle
from autonomous N, leading to (especially with the
emergence of humans) to B and its co-evolution
with N. Then emerges H and co-evolves with N
and B. Finally, the emergence of S completes the
cycle towards N, while interacting with and mutu-
ally affecting and interacting with B and H as well.
The current result is the natural and dominant hyper
cycle of co-evolutions of N, B, H and S.
The main purpose of this digression into the nature
of our past is displayed at the top of Fig. 1, as
an accompanying transformational chain of (H)-
A-I-S-G sectors of dominant human activity and
employment, ranging from pre-historical hunting and
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Fig. 1. Evolution and co-evolution of N, B, H and S forms of
capital.
gathering, through agriculture and industry, until cur-
rent service and governmental employment. While
the primeval hunting and gathering did not yet have
significant economic dimensions, the remaining four
sectors represent four fundamental economic sectors
of activities. Humans can economically engage in
food production (A), production of things (I), provi-
sion of services (S) and consumption of governmental
services (G). There is no known economic activity
which would not belong into one of these categories
(or sectors).
It is virtually self evident that with the continuous
(and accelerating) striving for productivity improve-
ment and competitiveness enhancement, supported
with the progress in labor-saving and employment
reducing technology, knowledge, materials, organi-
zation and institutions, there is a point where the
employment capacities of all four sectors become cur-
tailed and even declining. Even though clearly unique
in world history, we are now facing that very point.
5. Productivity growth impacts
In Fig. 2 we display the evolution of the employ-
ment share of the workforce in the four economic
sectors. Sector’s percentage share of employment
changes in dependency on sector’s productivity
growth rate. Agriculture has emerged and vanished
(as a source of new employment). Today only ½ per
cent of the workforce is employed in the US agri-
culture – the most productive sector of the economy.
Then industry had emerged, peaked and contracted.
Services have emerged and started rapid contract-
ing – all due to secular productivity growth rates.
A last sector has emerged: government, welfare
Fig. 2. Sector employment dynamics due to productivity growth
rates (USA).
and unemployment (GWU), based on taxes-financed
consumption rather than added-value production,
sheltered from market forces, consuming (via tax-
ation) added value created in the three productive
sectors. Creating jobs in the GWU sector is very lim-
ited because it can only be financed from taxation.
Larger employment capacities of GWU are unsus-
tainable because of the growing indebtedness.
6. The four things humans do . . .
The US economy has now become the most mature
in terms of sectoral evolution. It has entered the stage
– perhaps as the first economy, followed by Japan and
EU – of declining employment in the service sector.
Accelerating productivity growth rates are dictated
by global competition and human striving for bet-
ter standards of living – they cannot be stopped at
will. Slowly and imperceptibly, advanced economies
are shifting towards sectors with lower added value,
leading to lower incomes and wages and increased
reliance on speculative bubbles and debt.
So, the US, Japan and EU are at the transforming
cusp as thousands of years of sectoral development
comes to a prolonged stagnation and stop. There are
only four essential things humans can do econom-
ically: 1. Produce food, 2. Manufacture goods, 3.
Provide services and 4. Do nothing. There is no new
sector lurking in the offing: the sequence of qualita-
tive transformations is coming to an end. Developing
economies still have some time left, still have to
industrialize, and some still have the services to
expand. But the US economy is now the harbinger
of the things to come, the role model for others to
follow or reject, but hardly ignore. For the first time
in history, at least one economy has reached the end
of the old model (or paradigm) and is groping for the
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new ways of organizing its business, economy and
society.
Human economic activity has therefore undergone
at least four fundamental transformations:
1. From nomadic hunting and gathering (H/G) to
localized agriculture
2. From localized agriculture (A) to international-
ized industry
3. From international industry (I) to global ser-
vices
4. From global services (S) to public sector
(including government, welfare and unemploy-
ment, GWU)
7. Basic dilemma and emerging
metamorphosis
Continued growth in productivity and competitive-
ness cannot shift from GUW to another (non-existing)
productive sector. This dilemma of most advanced
economies (USA, Japan, and EU) is displayed in
Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3 we separate the last workforce bar of
Fig. 2, in order to see the impact of productivity
growth as it is in the US today.
All four sectors are subject to accelerated produc-
tivity growth rates, and thus declining employment
share of the workforce, in the near future. The only
expanding space of the workforce is the grey region
“?” in Fig. 3, essentially reflecting the decline in over-
all workforce participation rate. This grey area is also
the space of the new transformation: that’s where
those who left unemployment registers are starting
new ventures and enterprises, and participating in
regional economies.
This new “transformation” is different from all
preceding sector transformations: it does not usher
in a new sector but completes the secular cycle of
localization−→globalization−→re-localization. A
new economic paradigm is emerging, with a new
structure, behavior, institutions and values. A more
precise label would be Economic Metamorphosis.
Metamorphosis is the outcome of a series of trans-
formations, not dissimilar to a caterpillar-to-butterfly
change of form, through the construction−→
destruction−→reconstruction autopoietic self-
production cycle.
Even when the recession ends, the metamorpho-
sis of economic form shall continue, accelerate and
expand. Less and less we shall be able to tell the dif-
ference. Pressures for increased productivity growth
Fig. 3. The conditions for economic metamorphosis
rates, declining employment and workforce partic-
ipation, as well as budget cuts shall grow unabated.
Due to the massive automation, sector GDP can grow
even under the conditions of declining employment.
More than that: increasing the minimum wage, his-
torically rather neutral with respect to employment,
will now be readily replacing low-level jobs with
ever cheaper and more abundant automation - along
with millions of jobs being lost due to the still unin-
formed and aimless political processes. Obscuring
the difference between cyclical crisis and the ongo-
ing transformation (metamorphosis) is not without
consequences: when true diagnosis is not attempted,
and people do not know what is happening with their
economy and why, all forms of contagious social
unrest follow worldwide.
8. Deglobalization
Because there is no new productive sector to
emerge, the market system seeks to reinstate its
new balance through new modes of doing business.
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Deglobalization is taking place, supply chains are
turning into demand chains, large economies are
focusing on their internal markets, and outsourcing
is followed by “back sourcing”, returning activities
back to the countries and locations of their origin.
The original slogan of “Think globally, act locally,” is
being re-interpreted as exploiting global information
and knowledge in local action, under local conditions
and contexts.
While globalization refers to a restructuring of the
initially distributed and localized world economy into
spatially reorganized processes of production and
consumption across national economies and political
states on a global scale, in deglobalization, people
move towards relocalization: the global experience
and knowledge becoming embodied in local com-
munities. So, the corso-ricorso of socio-economic
transformation is properly captured by a triad Local-
ization −→ Globalization −→ Relocalization.
The trend of deglobalization is turning much more
significant during these years. The growth of world-
wide GDP is now exceeding the overall growth of
trade for the first time; foreign investment (Cross
Border Capital Flows) is only 60% of their pre-
crisis levels and has plunged to some 40 percent.
World capital flows include loans and deposits, for-
eign investments, bonds and equities – all down in
their cross-border segment. This means that the rate
of globalization has reversed its momentum. Glob-
alizers are still worried about 2014 being the year
of irreversible decline. Improvement in the internal
growth of U.S.A., EU, and Japan does not carry into
external trade – these economies are starting to func-
tion as zero-sum.
With this transformation, an entirely new vocab-
ulary is emerging in economics: in addition to
deglobalization and relocalization, we also encoun-
ter glocalization (adjustment of products to local
culture) and local community restoration (regional
self-government and direct democracy). With relo-
calization, an entire new cycle of societal corso-
ricorso is brought forth. Local services, local
production and local agriculture, based on distributed
energy generation, additive manufacturing and ver-
tical farming, are enhancing individual, community
and regional autonomy through self-service, disin-
termediation and mass customization. Both requisite
technologies and appropriate business models neces-
sary for relocalization are already in place, forming
a vital part of our daily business and life experience.
This transformation and metamorphosis are well on
their way.
Fig. 4. At the speed of light . . .
Re-localization and regionalization does not imply
separation and isolation: just the opposite. The world
will become even more interconnected and cooper-
ative through effective sharing of information and
digitized knowledge – at the speed of light.
9. From information to knowledge
Information can be downloaded from the entire
world; knowledge is produced through local action.
Every action takes place in a given context of time,
place and culture. The ability to coordinate action
– i.e. knowledge and experience, is maintained in
the domain of mental and neuro-motoric reactions.
The rules of coordination emerge through instinct,
inner skills, external learning or expert reformulation.
Knowledge is action; information is digital or analog
description of action. The difference between action
and its symbolic description is expanding (similar to
the difference between what we say and what we do).
All knowledge (action) is necessarily tacit (accessi-
ble through descriptions only, while all information
is explicit (not easily transformed into action).
We are now going through deglobalization of
action (localization and re-localization of global
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action), while strengthening globalization and quan-
tity of information flows. Every action (knowledge)
is local, every description of action (information) is
global. We are entering the era of global information
and local knowledge (we download cookbooks of the
entire world, but the art of cooking emerges through
local action only). We know what to do and how. To
know about is not the same as to know how; to know
why complements knowledge with wisdom. Infor-
mation flies around the world at the speed of light,
but products and the inventories are transported and
shipped around slowly and dearly. It is now necessary
to produce locally, at the closest proximity to cus-
tomer (even by the customer itself – self-production
and self-service).
10. Foundation ZET
The Age of Metamorphosis, characterized by
local and regional autonomy, independence and
self-reliance will be accompanied by The Age of
Entrepreneurship, characterized by entrepreneurial
activities of individuals, localities and regions. In
order to help advancing the capabilities of com-
panies and regions, an entrepreneurial foundation
ZET (Zoom in Entrepreneurship and Technology) has
been established.
Among the main purposes of ZET, which we can
find the following:
1. The development of projects aimed at the
renewal of national entrepreneurship, creating
innovative business culture and the develop-
ment of original products, services, and com-
plex business models in all areas of business.
2. The development of regions via active coopera-
tion of regional enterprises, local governments
and universities with the aim of achieving their
synergy, autonomy and independence.
3. The development of Czech enterprises and
entrepreneurs in the area of complex systems
of corporate governance, decision making and
strategic thinking, in terms of the principles of
the Bata Management System, i.e. autonomy
and self-sufficiency in order to increase global
and local competitiveness.
4. The development of schools and their educa-
tional programs in the areas of regional develop-
ment, corporate management and effective
self-government, rooted in the principles of the
Bata Management System.
5. The development of Entrepreneurial university
through the innovative strategy of the region,
which is directly involved in the formation of
new companies as the basic “carriers” and users
of entrepreneurial knowledge. The network of
entrepreneurial universities is directly involved
in the generation of employment, knowledge
and development of the region. Such universi-
ties not only teach, but also actively do business
themselves and produce not only the graduates,
but also the firms, in which the graduates
remain active.
6. The development of students through the study
of educational programs and practical realiza-
tion of original world-class business plans.
The Foundation is registered in the Czech Repub-
lic, but through direct branches or collaborative
associations with local groups, companies and insti-
tutions, the Foundation is building up its presence also
in the USA, China, Japan, Singapore, India, Brazil
and others. Its main mission can be characterized by
an extension of the old Chinese proverb:
“Give a person a fish and he will eat for one day;
teach people to fish and they will eat for a lifetime;
provide a village with the means of sustainable
fishing, herding and farming – and they will teach
you how to live.”
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